16 / MJT - TIMING AND TACTICAL INSIGHT
Financials Markets are anticipating a mature business cycle
Following the rather mixed non-farm payroll report on Friday, NY Fed’s President John Williams stated that ‘they’ continued to see strong
jobs growth, good economic momentum going forward, and that ‘they’ were not seeing inflationary pressures, not seeing “Any Inflation At
All”. We would probably agree with this statement as mentioned in previous issues of The Capital Observer. We believe that some residual
inflationary pressures may persist into next year, which is quite common in a maturing business cycle, yet that inflationary surprises are
probably behind us. On the other hand, economic momentum does still seem quite strong, yet for how long? This is a crucial question as
Financial Markets tend to anticipate economic developments 6 to 9 months ahead, and a potential deceleration starting at some point in
2019 could already be influencing asset prices today. In this article, we review various assets, including commodities, cyclical and defensive sectors to try to get a feel to where we stand.

Brent Oil
Bi-monthly graph or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years

W

e start this cross-assets review with the
long term graph of Oil. Indeed, Oil is a
late cycle performer and has been emblematic
of the reflationary re-acceleration that started
2.5 years ago. Last month, in our articles on the
subject, we stated that we expected a new retest of highs towards early October, but that Oil
should then enter a correction phase into Q4.
Indeed, on both oscillator series (lower and upper rectangles), Oil has now reached important
intermediate tops. These would imply between
3 to 5 quarters of correction to the downside.
The move up since 2016 has been impressive
and fulfilled our C Corrective targets to the upside between 72 and 96 USD/barrel (right hand
scale), as we had expected. Yet, for now, it has
failed to break above these to confirm a long
term impulsive uptrend. Bottom line, we are
still in the early stages of a potential long term uptrend. The probabilities of it reversing down are still high, and, at the least, retracements
to the downside can be quite drastic. As mentioned above, our timing suggests that we are entering the danger zone.

Brent Oil
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

O

n the medium term Weekly graph,
the trend turned impulsive a while
ago and is quite robust. Yet, it has now
reached our I Impulsive targets to the
upside between 78 and 94 USD/barrel
(right-hand scale), which could suggest
that the leg up since 2016 may been
slowly reaching exhaustion. Both oscillators series (lower and upper rectangles)
are showing continued strength into next
year. That said, both are also pointing to
a period of correction to the downside
which could materialize between now
and early next year. Given our longer
term perspectives, in the graph above,
which also points to imminent long term
intermediate tops, we are turning quite
prudent on Oil over the next few months. The risk we can calculate to the downside would amount to circa 0.5 to 0.8 times our historical volatility measure “Delta” (here at 38.20
USD/barrel; middle rectangle, right-hand side), or towards the 65 – 54 USD/barrel range (25 to 40% lower than today). Such a reversal to the
downside, if it starts to materialize, could imply that a serious economic deceleration may lie ahead.
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Copper Spot (USD/ton, LME)
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

C

opper is very cyclical, hence
its denomination as “Dr
Copper” as it often anticipates
economic developments some
time in advance. It is also very
much linked to China, the
biggest consumer and importer
of the metal. Last month,
our issue included an article
which described the growing
possibility of a hard landing
in China. At best, these fears
haven’t dissipated since. As
with Oil, both our oscillator
series (lower and upper
rectangles) are suggesting
that Copper could continue to
consolidate down until early
next year. That said, here, the move to the downside is already well under way. It already tested its C Corrective targets
to the downside between 6’090 and 5’390 USD/ton (right-hand scale). Any move below these over the next couple
of months could ignite an impulsive move to the downside. Prices could then retrace the full 2016-2017 reflationary
upswing. Not a good omen for China and the global economy if this acceleration to the downside starts to materialize.

Copper Spot (USD/ton; LME) vs Gold Spot (USD/oz)
Weekly graph over the perspective over next 2 to 4 quarters

W

e now turn to the Copper to Gold ratio that
was very much publicized last
year by famous bond manager
Jeffrey Gundlach as a proxy for
monitoring growth perspectives in the economy as well
as the future path of interest
rates. He actually called it “a
fantastic coincident indicator
of interest rates”. Since June,
probably due to the sell-off in
Chinese equities, the ratio’s
price action has been weaker
than the one of US interest
rates. Yet, it is still following
the same path, and recently rebounded as US interest rates have been making new highs. That said, both our oscillator series (lower and upper rectangles)
are suggesting that the Copper to Gold ratio should now enter a period of correction to the downside, probably until early next year. Will interest rates also start to retrace? Possibly. At least, the ratio seems to be signalling that the reflation
trade in place since 2016 is starting to roll over.
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Russell 2000 Index vs S&P500
Weekly graph or the perspectives over the next 2 to 4 quarters

A

nother ratio may also
provides insight on the
state of the cyclical upswing
which started in 2016. We now
look at US Small Caps vs the
S&P500. Up until recently US
small caps had outperformed
the wider market. This outperformance mostly coincided
with periods of Dollar strength and rising interest rates.
Indeed, small caps are usually
more domestic focused and
less levered than larger companies. That said, they are also
more cyclical, and recently,
this factors seems dominant,
i.e. small caps have started to
underperform irrespective of the Dollar and interest rates. Going forward, both our oscillator series (lower and upper rectangles) are suggesting that the Russell 2000 could continue to underperform the S&P500 Index, probably into early next
year. If this is true, this declining ratio may be anticipating a cyclical slowdown ahead.

US Staples vs S&P500 Index
Bi-monthly graph or the perspectives over the next 1 to 2 years

W

e now turn to sector
relative ratios, and
first start with the defensive
Staples sector vs the S&P500.
Usually, Staples usually start to
outperform as equity markets
enter the corrective phase of
their market cycle (which lasts
1 to 2 years), and while the economy is still growing strongly,
i.e. the ratio can anticipate a
downturn well in advance as
perspectives are gradually revised down. According to both
our oscillator series (lower and
upper rectangles) on this long
term graph of US Staples vs the
S&P500, we may be nearing
this point in time. Indeed, our oscillators are suggesting that Staples are very Oversold vs the market, that they are nearing
an important low, and that they could soon start to rebound vs the S&P500, possibly outperforming it during the next 3
to 5 quarters. Over the next few months, we will be watching this ratio very carefully, looking for a break-out above its August
highs as it may confirm the beginning of a more widespread defensive shift in the market.
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US HealthCare Sector vs S&P500 Index
Bi-monthly graph or the perspectives over the next 1 to 2 years

A

nother Defensive sector is
HealthCare. It has taken
a head-start on Consumer
Staples as it started to reverse
up vs the market this Spring.
It is currently showing strong
upside momentum. Both our
oscillator series (lower and
upper rectangles) suggest that
HealthCare could continue
to outperform the market
probably into early next year
and potentially until the end
of 2019. It is interesting to note
that during its 2015 – 2018
correction phase vs the market,
it was able to hold above the
support of our C Corrective
targets to the downside (right-hand scale). This implies that the long term uptrend since 2011 is probably still in place. If this
is case, Healthcare may well accelerate up more strongly than we show, and potentially make new relative highs towards the
end of next year. Such strength could be justified fundamentally by the secular aging population growth theme.

US Financials sector vs S&P500 Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

F

inancials
are
often
considered very late cycle
performers,
or
perhaps
more
pragmatically,
very
early cycle performers in the
following cycle. Indeed, they
usually underperform quite
substantially during the down
phases of the market cycle.
Once it turns up, however, they
usually experience a strong
bounce, and then, once their
balance sheets stabilize and
interest rates start to rise again,
rapidly return to profitability.
Their outperformance usually
continues as long as interest
rates continue to rise, and
credit
conditions
remain
benign. Currently, interest rates
are still rising, yet from early this year, credit conditions have started to deteriorate. Financials are probably past their peak
for this cycle and are now starting to accelerate down vs the market. Both our oscillator series (lower and upper rectangles)
seem to confirm that this downtrend should continue at least into early next year. On the target front, the ratio is currently
testing the support of the lower end of our C Corrective targets to the downside (right-hand scale). If these levels break,
Financials will probably continue to underperform, and possibly retrace all their 2016-2017 outperformance.
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HGX - PHLX Housing Sector Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

H

ousing is also an interesting sector to monitor. It
is a Consumer Discretionary
segment, and as such is very
sensitive to rising interest
rates. Indeed, it takes a lot of
credit to buy a house and as interest rates move up, the cost
of capital increases rapidly. The
sector, considered here on a
stand-alone basis, topped-out
this January and has since been
consolidating down. Both our
oscillator series are pointing to
further weakness, probably
until early next year at least.
On the target front, prices have
just broken below the support
of our C Corrective targets to the downside, around 282 (right-hand scale). Below these, the next target levels are between
231 and 190 (15 to 30% lower than today). Because of their negative sensitivity to interest rates, Housing is often one of
the worst performers as the market cycle matures and starts to reverse.

Lumber Three Months Futures (Nov)
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters
Lumber is a pro-cyclical commodity, which is very much linked to Housing, yet this Spring
it remained resilient a while
longer until May. Since then, it
has been correcting down quite
strongly and recently broke
below its C Corrective targets
to the downside around 412,
potentially opening the door
to much lower levels, and
possibly a full retracement of
the late 2015 - Spring 2018
uptrend. Both oscillator series
are suggesting that the current weakness continues until
Spring next year, at least.
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Cotton Three Months Futures (Dec)
Bi-monthly graph or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years

A

nother pro-cyclical agricultural commodity is Cotton.
Indeed, since early 2016, its
uptrend has been quite similar
to the Lumber one. It topped
out slightly later than Lumber
in June as the Chinese devaluation started to accelerate.
Looking at our long term oscillator series (lower rectangles),
it seems than the cycle has
come full swing from the tops
in 2011, with lower tops today and a possible downturn
towards 2020. Our medium oscillators (upper rectangle) are
slightly more positive, as following 3 to 5 quarters of consolidation to the downside, Cotton may resume higher from end 2019. That said, both suggest at least some retracement over
the next few quarters, and would confirm that the reflation trade which benefited most pro-cyclical commodities since
2016 is probably coming to an end.

SOX - Philadelphia Semiconductor Index vs S&P500 Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

I

f there is a very cyclical sector,
it’s certainly Semi-Conductors. The sector is also starting
to suffer from very negative
dynamics as the production of
many manufacturers is based in
China. On this Weekly graph relative to the S&P500, our long
term oscillators (lower rectangle) recently made a first intermediate low, which doesn’t
seem to hold. Our medium
oscillators (upper rectangle)
may have just confirmed a new
top, which comes with lower
prices. Such configurations typically add additional pressure
to the downside. For now, Semi-Conductors are still correcting towards their C Corrective targets to the downside (right-hand scale). These may act as
support towards late Fall. Yet, if these levels fail, much lower targets can be envisaged.
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European Auto Sector vs Europe Stoxx 600 Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

T

urning to Europe, we look at the Auto sector vs the Europe Stoxx 600 Index. European
Auto manufacturers have had their negative publicity over the last few years given the so-called
“Diesel Gate”, yet that hasn’t prevented them
from outperforming quite substantially from mid
2016 to early 2018. Since then, they have weakened substantially vs the market. This is typical of
late market cycle development, where Consumer Discretionary sectors such as Autos tend to
underperform (higher interest rates). While our
long term oscillators (lower rectangle) reached a
High Risk situation in Q1 2018, our medium term
oscillators (upper rectangle) are now in a strong
downtrend, which should resume sooner than
later and probably last into early next year at
least. We recently made it below the support of
our C Corrective targets to the downside (righthand scale), hence I Impulsive to the downside can now be considered. These are between 13 and 23 % below current levels on a relative
basis.

European Food & Beverage Sector vs Europe Stoxx 600 Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

Similarly to Staples or HealthCare in the US,
the European Food & Beverage sector is positioned to resume its long term uptrend vs
the market. Indeed, following 2.5 years of underperformance, this defensive sector is starting to turn up vs the EuroStoxx 600. Both our
oscillators series (lower and upper rectangles)
are suggesting that an important bottom has
been made, and that European Food & Beverage may now correct up, or even accelerate
to reach new highs vs the market over the next
3 to 5 quarters at least. It is interesting to note,
that throughout the reflation trade, Food & Beverage did hold above its C Corrective targets to
the downside vs the market (right-hand scale),
which indeed would confirm that its long term
relative uptrend is still heading up.
Concluding remarks

F

inancial markets are a discounting machine. They usually anticipate developments in the business cycle many months in advance.
In a way, despite the current strong momentum in US economic data, for markets, perception of future developments is the reality.
Rule of thumb is that they can look ahead as much as 6 to 9 months. Typically, as business cycles mature, Commodities are the last
asset class to top out. Oil was just making new highs, yet we believe it may have now reached its peak for this cycle. Other pro-cyclical
commodities such as Copper, Lumber or Cotton, already topped out this Spring, and have started to correct down, probably until early
next year at least. Concomitantly, main equity indexes have now started to break down. Beneath the surface, market breadth had been
deteriorating very quickly (along with equities in most of the rest of the World). For example, Small Caps recently turned down vs the
market, while Consumer Discretionary sectors, which are negatively impacted by higher interest rates, such as Housing and Autos, are
already well off their Q1 highs. At the same time, however, Defensive sectors are starting to stabilize. We are watching them carefully
as we currently see them breaking out to the upside vs the market. We expect them to outperform probably towards Spring 2019 and
beyond. These developments are typical of late cycle behaviour, at a market top, and slightly ahead of a top in the business cycle.
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